An optical pulse compressor using a normal dispersion fiber combined with a linearly chirped fiber grating (instead of a bulk grating pair) is analyzed. A set of modified design rules of the fiber-fiber grating compressor that governs the optimum fiber length; optimum dispersion and length of fiber grating are given.
Introduction
The technology of optical pulse compression is the main method for generation of ultra-short optical pulse, which is used as a source for high bit rate optical time division multiplexing (OTDM). A fiber-bulk grating pair composed of a hormal dispersion fiber (NDF) and a pair of bulk grating is an effective method of pulse compression [1] .
But the fiber-bulk grating pair compressor is not fiber compatible with large insertion loss and so is not particularly suitable for use in optical communication systems. A fiber-fiber grating compressor composed of a NDF and a linearly chirped fiber grating instead of a pair of bulk grating was proposed theoretically and experimentally [2] . Linearly chirped fiber gratings provide linear dispersion required for compensating the linear frequency chirp produced by combined effects of normal dispersion and self-phase-modulation in NDF. Such compressor is easy to combine with other optical-fiber device. So it is suitable for use in all-fiber communication systems.
For optimum compression, reference [2] used a set of design equations for fiber-fiber grating compressor, just a copy of those used for fiber-bulk grating pair compressor [3] . In this paper, we finds that the design equations must be modified when the linearly chirped fiber grating is used to replace the bulk grating pair. We obtained a set of modified design equations that is more suitable for fiber-fiber grating compressor.
Analytical model for fiber-fiber grating compressor
A fiber-bulk grating pair compressor is combined of a normal dispersion fiber with a bulk grating pair. The role of NDF is to impose a nearly linear, positive chirp on the pulse through a combined effect of self phase modulation (SPM) and normal group velocity dispersion (GVD), while the bulk grating pair provides anomalous GVD required for compression of positively chirped pulses. In general, the larger the positive chirped parameter C, the larger the compression factor. where zopt is the optimum length of the normal dispersion fiber; z0 is the soliton period; N is the normalized peak amplitude order, ac is the bulk grating pair parameter which affects dispersion property of grating pair, TFWHM, Tcomp, P1, and P are the width before and after compressions, the first order peak power, and the required input peak power for the pulse compression respectively; respectively. In equation (13), T0 is the half width at 1/e point of input pulse. In general, the needed length for NDF is shorter than absorption length, therefore we neglect the loss of fiber in our numerical analysis. In order to describe the property of compression quantitatively, we introduce compression factor Fc and quality factor Qc as:
Obviously, the larger the Qc, the better the compressed pulse quality. But from (14) we can see that for a input pulse with given peak power, one improves the quality of pulse at the cost of compression factor.
3. New design rule for fiber-fiber grating compressor From Fig. 2 , we see that: for a given power (N=20), the fiber gratings have optimum lengths, in which we can obtain the largest compression factor for different NDF lengths. From Fig. 1 , we know that the pulse has the larger chirp parameter when its transmission distance in NDF is comparatively shorter (but larger than the length after which the combined effect of SPM and normal GVD can comparatively apparent), and it is expected that we can obtain comparably larger compression. But Fig. 2 shows that the largest compression factor appears at z/z0=0.9/N instead of z/z0=0.6/N. This indicates that for a given power there exist the combined sets of optimum NDF length and fiber grating length for a largest compression factor.
The curves in Fig.3 show the relationship between compression factor Fc and pulse amplitude order N with Equation (17) is obtained from the curve fitting in Fig.4 (a), and equation (16) is from the curve fitting in Fig.4(b) . 
Conclusion
A linearly chirped fiber grating provides nearly linear dispersion that is required for compensate the linear frequency chirp produced by combined effects of normal dispersion and self-phase-modulation in NDF. So it is a good substitution of bulk grating pair for pulse compression.
After this substitution, the design rule for fiber-fiber grating compressor must be modified. We give a set of modified semi-empirical equations for the compressor. In the mean time, the shortcoming of semi-empirical equations giving in 
